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Curvature Determination of Spinodal Interface in a Condensed Matter System
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Laser scanning confocal microscopy has been used to study the time evolution of a three dimensional
spatially bicontinuous structure of a phase-separated polymer blend undergoing the late stage of spinodal
decomposition, as a model example of condensed matter systems. Both the mean and Gaussian curva-
tures of the interface between two coexisting phases have been directly measured for the first time from
the reconstructed 3D image. The Gaussian curvature is negative, clearly demonstrating that the interface
of the bicontinuous structure is anticlastic, while the mean curvature is close to zero. Self-similar growth
of the structure is inferred from the time evolution of the average radius of curvature of the interface.
[S0031-9007(97)02588-X]

PACS numbers: 83.80.Es, 64.70.Ja, 68.10.–m, 83.70.Hq
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If a mixture is rapidly quenched from the single phas
state to the spinodal region of the phase diagram by cha
ing thermodynamic variables such as temperature, the th
modynamically unstable mixture separates, via “spinod
decomposition” (SD), into two phases; it forms bicontinu
ous two-phase structure during the course of SD, if th
volume fraction of one of the phases is close to 0.5 (is
metric case) [1]. Over the past decade a number of sc
tering studies [2–4] have been made on the dynamics
SD, including the time evolution of structural properties
such as characteristic wavelength of the phase-separa
structure. Bicontinuous structures are formed in a va
ety of condensed atomic and molecular systems. Th
are commonly formed transiently in binary mixtures o
polymer blends, simple fluid mixtures, metallic alloys, an
inorganic glasses [1]. In other cases, equilibrium bico
tinuous structures are formed, for example, in microemu
sions [5] (where the structures are spatially disordere
lyotropic cubic phases of amphiphilic systems [6], an
microphase-separated block copolymers [7] (both spatia
ordered).

Estimates of the Gaussian curvatures of interfaces
polymer blends [8] and microemulsions [9] have been d
rived assuming the validity of the Gaussian random wa
model [10]. This model, however, is based on a num
ber of assumptions: It assumes Gaussian disorder, a
for convenience the mean curvature of the interface (
its area average) is taken to equal zero. More recently
couple of attempts have been made to measure curvatu
of the bicontinuous structures. A small-angle neutro
scattering (SANS) experiment with a contrast variatio
method has been carried out for three-component mic
emulsions, which yielded the mean curvature,H, of the
interface between water and oil of the system [11]. How
ever, in practice, smearing effects due to the interpen
tration of oil or water into the surfactant monolayer an
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experimental errors made the measurement of the Gau
ian curvatureK of the system too difficult to implement.
Besides these scattering approaches, attempts have b
made to characterize interfacial curvatures for a compu
simulated phase-separated bicontinuous structure of
nary mixtures containing surfactants [12] and for a poly
mer blend in two-dimensional space [13].

To date, however, no direct measurements of th
curvatures of the spinodal interface have been reporte
Direct measurementof the interfacial curvatures fora real
experimental systemis now possible, due to the recen
development of 3D imaging by the use of laser scannin
confocal microscopy (LSCM) [14]. These data captur
the local structure of the interface, as well as its glob
topology, and are thus of central importance to the physi
of the system undergoing decomposition.

The mixtures studied consisted of polybutadiene (PB
and poly(styrene-ran-butadiene) (SBR). The number-
average molecular weightsMnd and polydispersity
sMwyMnd of PB were, respectively,5.7 3 104 and 1.6
(Mw denotes the weight-average molecular weight).Mn

and MwyMn for SBR were7.1 3 104 and 1.2, respec-
tively. The styrene content in SBR polymer was 20%
by weight. Anthracene was attached to PB for contra
enhancement for LSCM [15] (two anthracene molecule
per PB chain on average). The SBRyPB blend exhibits
an upper critical solution temperature type phase diagra
[16]. A mixture of SBR and PB (50y50 wt % composi-
tion) was dissolved in toluene to form ca. 7 wt % solutio
and then cast into a film by evaporating the solven
at room temperature. The as-prepared film containin
the phase-separated structure was then homogenized
mechanical mixing [17] and placed between coverslips.

The mixture was annealed at about 100±C for various
times t st  22, 44, 70, 114.8, 254.5 hd, all characteristic
of late stage SD. The mixtures were subsequently observ
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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by LSCM (Carl Zeiss, LSM410) with a 364 nm laser
room temperature. Sixty image slicess256 3 256 pixelsd
with 0.5 mm increments along the optical axis of the m
croscope (thez axis) were recorded using an oil-immerse
340 objective. Each slice covered an area of80 mm 3

80 mm in the lateralx-y plane, thus the pixel lengthL
was 0.3125 mm. All optical slices were at least20 mm
distant from the coverslips, to avoid possible surface
fects on the structure. The raw images were subjecte
the “binarization” with an appropriate threshold to obta
a 3D reconstruction of the interface between the SBR a
the PB components [15]. We have used the “march
cubes algorithm” [18] to model the interface by contiguo
polygons; this allows normal vectors at the vertices of t
polygons to be determined, which are used for estimat
of the curvatures [19]. The interfacial area was estima
by summing the area of the polygons, from which the
terfacial area per unit volume,Sstd, was estimated. The
volume fraction of one of the phases was also measu
to ensure the image analysis is accurate: We note tha
volume fraction of the SBR-rich phase remained 0.5 o
the entire time of our experiment, as expected.

Figure 1 shows the 3D LSCM image constructed fro
the optical sections collected att  70 h, after image pro-
cessing: the interface towards SBR-rich domain is c
ored by blue, while the other side by yellow. Clearl
the phase-separated structure is bicontinuous. Apart f
rescaling of the characteristic “wavelength” of the inte
face with timet, all other images appear similar to that
Fig. 1.

FIG. 1(color). 3D image of the SBRyPB phase-separate
structure 70 h after the onset of SD (box size:30 3 30 3
30 mm3 in size). Depth resolution was0.65 mm so that
interpolation was not required in stacking the LSCM 2
sections. The characteristic wavelength,Lm, was12.1 mm.
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The structure factor,Ssq, td, defined byIsq, tdyC where
Isq, td is the scattering function andC the factor related
to absolute scattering intensity was obtained from th
LSCM image by 3D Fourier transformation of spatia
correlation function of the image contrast where PB
1, SBR  0. Here the wave number is defined:q 
2pjyNL s j  0, 1, 2, . . . , Ny2; N  256d. To assess the
validity of this image construction, we have compare
this structure factor with simulated and experimental one
The LCSM-deducedSsq, td was in excellent quantitative
agreement [14,20] with that obtained from a compute
simulation using the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landa
(TDGL) equation [21] and with that measured by ligh
scattering (LS) from a mixture of PB and polyisopren
(PI) in the late stage SD [2].

The interfacial curvatures were deduced from the vari
tion of surface area by parallel displacement. A parall
surface to the interface is formed by translating the inte
face along its normals by an equal distance everywhe
on the interface, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2. Th
area of the parallel surface,Asdd, and that of the interface,
As0d depend on the interfacial curvatures, thus [22,23]

Asdd  As0d s1 1 2kHld 1 kKld2d , (1)

whered is a signed displacement of the parallel surfac
from the interface: It is positive if the direction of the
normals points to a specific phase (the SBR-rich pha
say), and negative otherwise. Since the curvatures of t
surface vary from point to point, we introduce the area
averaged mean curvature,kHl, and Gaussian curvature,
kKl,

kHl 
1
2

RR
sk1 1 k2d daRR

da
, kKl 

RR
k1k2 daRR

da
, (2)

where da is the area element of the interface andk1

and k2 are the principal curvatures of the interface at
point of interest. kHl and kKl can be determined from
Eq. (1) by measuringAsdd with various displacementsd.
We refer to this scheme as a “Parallel Surface Metho

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of a parallel surface (shown b
white surface) at displacementd from the interface (shown by
grey surface) between the SBR-rich and PB-rich phases. T
arrows indicate displacement vectors from the interface.
2249
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(PSM)” throughout this Letter. The interface of th
SBRyPB mixture is modeled by elemental polygons, wit
the normal vectorsnsjnj  1d at their vertices. New
polygons, which represent the parallel surface displac
by a distanced from the interface, were computationally
created by connecting the end of the displacement vecto
d, that is given byd  dn. Asdd was then measured by
summing the area of the new polygons. The accura
of this technique is dependent on the “grain size” o
the polygonal approximation to the surface. We ha
chosen a sufficiently small grain size to ensure numeric
stability of the resulting curvatures with changing grai
sizes. Namely, the interfacial areas converged to a sin
number independent of elemental polygon area.

Fig. 3 showsAsdd as a function ofd for the SBRyPB
mixture att  70 h. The volume sampled for the mea
surement was62.5 3 62.5 3 30 mm3. The solid line in
the figure represents the best fit of Eq. (1) to the da
from which kHl andkKl were determined. We note tha
the results slightly varied with size and the position o
the image for the measurements, shown in the inset
Fig. 3. The averaged principal curvatures,kk1l and kk2l
can be estimated by solving the quadratic equation, i.
x2 2 2kHlx 1 kKl  0, where variablex  kkil si 
1 or 2d. From the data presented in the inset of Fig. 3,kHl

FIG. 3. The area of parallel surfaces,Asdd, plotted against
the displacement from the interface,d for the phase-separated
SBRyPB mixture at 70 h. The open circles represent th
measurements62.5 3 62.5 3 30 mm3d. The solid line shows
the best fit to Eq. (1), which gavekHl > 0.0070 mm21 and
kKl > 20.062 mm22. The inset shows the variation of the
curvatures for different volume and portion of the LSCM
image for the measurements. Triangles, squares, and a circl
the inset represent, respectively, the results obtained from
volume of 31.3 3 31.3 3 30 mm3, 46.9 3 46.9 3 30 mm3,
and62.5 3 62.5 3 30 mm3.
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and kKl at t  70 h were estimated to be0.01 mm21

and20.062 mm22, respectively [24]. Thus we estimated
kk1l > 0.26 mm21 andkk2l > 20.24 mm21.

The small positive value ofkHl may reflect cylindrical
(or spherical) domains that appear when a part of th
domain breaks up in the course of SD. According
to curvature distribution measurements,H was evenly
distributed around zero [25]. The negative value ofkKl
clearly proves that the interface of the phase-separat
polymer blend is,on average,anticlastic.

Figure 4(a) shows the time dependence ofkHl and
kKl determined by the PSM.kKl at varioust remains
negative, demonstrating that the interface is hyperbol
regardless oft. jkKlj decreased witht due to rescaling
of the area-averaged mean radius defined askRstdl ;
sjkR1lj 1 jkR2ljdy2 with jkRilj ; j1ykkilj si  1 or 2d as
the bicontinuous structure grows.kHl remained close to
zero irrespective of time.

Figure 4(b) shows a double-logarithmic plot of a re-
duced curvature scaled by the characteristic length of th
structure,kRstdlyLmstd, as a function of time. Here the

FIG. 4. (a) Time evolution of the mean,kHl, and Gaussian,
kKl, curvatures. (b) Time evolution of the reduced radius
kRstdlyLmstd (left axis) andSstdqmstd21 (right axis). Dotted
line for the right axis represents the value obtained from LS
and the computer simulation (Ref. [27]).
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characteristic length,Lmstd, is equal to Lmstd ; 2py
qmstd, whereqmstd is the wave number at the maximum
intensity of Ssq, td, deduced from the LSCM image. A
relation ofkRstdlyLmstd > 0.3 holds throughout the time
scale of these experiments. It is generally accepted that
phase-separated structure rescales with time by the fa
Lmstd (i.e., “dynamical self-similarity” [26]). The fact that
kRstdl—which can only be obtained from the real-spac
method described here—has exactly the same growth
as Lmstd is consistent with the idea of dynamical sel
similarity. The time evolution of a dimensionless variabl
Sstdqmstd21, is plotted in Fig. 4(b). The variables reach
plateau value of 0.5 (dotted line), in good agreement w
the value found for the PByPI mixture and the computer
simulation of late stage SD [27].

In summary, direct evaluation of the average local g
ometry of the interface in a phase-separated bicontinu
structure has been done for the first time, using LCS
The inferred (average) Gaussian curvature clearly dem
strated that the interface of the structure is—on average
hyperbolic. In addition, the ratio of the mean radius
curvature of the interface to the characteristic length
the structure was found to be constant irrespective of tim
demonstrating that the dynamical scaling hypothesis ho
in the late stage SD.
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